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For this breakdown, an IC power computer monitor was chosen because it contained parts that were easier to access than attempting to identify tiny micro components such as those of an iPod or DS.  This also allowed the team to easily document the process of the challenge and accurately research its parts.   
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The chips and parts involved in this breakdown include the following: circuit boards, speakers, buttons, the LCD screen, and the exterior plastic casing.  The circuit boards which house all of the capacitors, transformers, internal circuits and diodes contained an internal circuit that was developed by Texas Instruments under the coordination of Unisonic Technologies.  The speakers in this monitor were located just below the screen on either side of the buttons.  The LCD screen contained one chip on the back that controlled the display.  
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View of external 
plastic casing
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This view shows the connections
 on the inside after the
 LCD has been removed.
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This perspective shows the back of the
 LCD screen after the casing
 has been removed.  





These boards feature capacitors, transformers, internal circuits, and ports such as DVI and VGA, most of which was created in New Taipei, Taiwan.  The board on the top left processes the commands inputted through the keyboard and mouse, while the one on the bottom controls the visual display the commands inputted into the computer through typing or mouse movement. The board on the top right processes and interprets data from external drives and disks.  Each of these cards contains capacitors, internal circuits, and diodes, which are all necessary components in the monitor to help the boards function properly. 
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 The internal circuit motherboard pictured on the left, as well as other smaller circuits, were developed by HannStar in their Nanjing corporation located in Nanjing, China.file_18.png
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The board pictured on the right, which is an LCD monitor controller, contains a specific integrated circuit designed by Genesis Microchip Incorporated that uses a serial flash interface to achieve optimal pin count efficiency, including error calculators known as derivative controllers giving consumers the ability to find parts of the monitor with a singular process control block (PCB). 
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Unisonic Technologies Co. Ltd developed several of the internal circuits in these boards, including a circuit manufactured by Texas Instruments.  One of the chips with the product number TDA7496 is a 4-watt class AB power amplifier which was designed specifically for high-quality sound, meant to be applied in televisions and computer monitors, some of the more specific traits include a linear volume control system, standby, and mute functions.  Another chip designed by Unisonic Technologies, TL1451, was manufactured by Texas Instruments as a singular crystal derived part using pulse-width-modulation control circuit
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